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Introduction
By the time you read this we should be well into the final beginnings (?) of preparing
for our show on 14 February. Of course, while this is the 'obvious' end, Dick, Alastair
and others have spent the past couple of years visiting shows and inviting layouts,
planning the show footprint, considering financials, writing to people, chasing them
(literally?), getting catering organised, prepping adverts – you get the gist. Soon you
can all turn your hand to buttering rolls, serving tea, etc., etc.
As a reward for your hard work you get the chance to show Sutton-on-Sea at Ally Pally
– it has finally been confirmed, and even better, we have tested the layout still works
after Dave Sutton has been doing his terpsichorean electrical tweakings.
Finchley has continued quietly in the background of all the hullabaloo, almost entirely
through the efforts of Bob working on the track and Jim wiring up the boards. We've
also seen the test laser-cut baseboard construction for Aylesbury. Robert has even
provided us all with new skills for 3D printing with an excellent and professional slide
show (though in 2D – perhaps, in future, it could be holographic?).

In this issue -

The Picture
1 Introduction and The Picture
2 Club Notes
Here's a rarity – 34010 Sidmouth has run to London for a
Wembley event and is being turned on the North London 4 Finchley St Johns Wood
5 Cheriton Bishop,
Sutton-on-Sea
line. She's pictured at Hampstead Heath travelling
6 Aylesbury
towards Finchley Road. Understood to be taken in April
7 Timetable
1959, this is one of around a half-dozen recorded examples 8 Notice Board
of these locomotives through Finchley in the period 1958 9 Members' Matters
11 Stock notes
to 1960.
13 Show appendices
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CLUB NOTES – February Show
There are no Organising Group meetings as such for this newsletter, but focus is placed
on the needs for the show as highlighted in the previous issue's notes and recent emails.
CLUB SHOW
All the old hands will know that we normally meet at the clubroom around midday on the
Friday to load the layout etc. into the van. We then proceed to The Five Bells at Henlow
for lunch. Some time late afternoon we go to Stratton School, Biggleswade to get the hall
ready for the show and erect our own displays. At a convenient point we stop for a fish
and chips supper before locking up the hall at about 8.00pm. Those that want to can
adjourn to the Stratton House Hotel for a drink.
On the Saturday of the show we assemble at the school from 7.30am to complete final
preparations and sort out all the catering arrangements. The show runs from 10.30am
until 5.00pm and club members and exhibitors get free tea and coffee all day and a free
lunch. At 5.00pm we pack everything up, take the layout back to the club, restore the
school hall to some semblance of order and then meet at The Viceroy restaurant in
Biggleswade at 8.00pm for a celebratory meal and a drink.
The above and following is just a brief summary of everything that goes on and Dick will
issue a complete schedule for the two days in due course; there is a supporting schedule
on the back page of this newsletter.
Advertising
1. Bob has created a newly styled advert to wide acclaim – very good!
2. All to consider other parish/village magazines
3. Alan has a list of schools and shops used in previous years – see penultimate page.
4. John covers the main railway press and Biggleswade Chronicle (any other papers?)
There should be adverts in Continental Modeller, Railway Modeller, Hornby
Magazine, British Railway Modelling, The Journal and Model Rail, entries submitted
prior to deadline (1st Dec) for February issues which then appear in January, plus
UK Model Shops Directory and Dave makes mention of the show on RMWeb
5. Leaflet drop at any shows members go to, plus KS shop of Stevenage (Derek to
drop) and Trains4U in Peterborough (Julian to drop)
Other prep and the show itself
1. We'd like to make sure we can cover all the roles with volunteers. We know Andy
Heslington is visiting, and Dick will be contacting Ann & Ivor Walton for help in the
kitchen, and check with Mike Wilkinson to collect show programmes and do
catering cash till as usual (though Mike does like a break!)
2. All traders for our show are now confirmed, but still waiting for 2 layouts to
confirm to give 18 in total, including Sutton and Smallford
3. Any testing/operation practice during January
4. Layout packing to start 3 Feb
Alan Cooper
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5. Layout to be packed, final tidying on Tuesday before show (10 Feb) - and noting
that Sutton is due at Ally Pally at end of March too
6. Dave S will cover the door as usual.
7. Car park - always needs help up to about lunchtime, especially for disabled
parking.
8. Erecting layout - works best with a team of 4 or 5, but no more, Bern to oversee.
9. Collecting barriers from Welwyn - max 2 people, but Dave feels he'd cope OK on his
own.
10. Table and chair shunting on Friday and Saturday evenings
11. Dave S will be looking at how best to arrange barriers at the entrance to guide the
punters in (to make sure they pay!)
12. Operating the layout requires signalman, driver, shedmaster, shunter and fiddle
operator as basic – we need to know which roles people will volunteer for and also
which they'd prefer not to do.
Catering – some notes from Dick
13. Catering usually needs plenty of assistance - prepping rolls & salads in the morning
making tea, taking money, helping serving and taking tea to traders & exhibitors.
14. Most things like the crusty rolls order and ham order can be done from Devon as in
previous years, with rolls hopefully being delivered direct to Stratton on show
morning
15. Dick is working with Kitty on shopping lists for catering stuff, and will get some
things from wholesalers in Newton Abbot or Bedford.
16. Collect ham order (from private address in Sandy, but supplied by York House in
Potton), shopping for Salad stuff at Beds Growers (list to be provided), and
Biggleswade Sainsbury's shop for everything else (again list will be provided) could
be things that Dick wants some peeps to do on Friday afternoon/evening please
before the show.
17. Main thing as always is to make cakes for sale on the day. Dick is hoping to do his
usual 12 Wrights slice up cakes and bring them with him.
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FINCHLEY ROAD ST JOHNS WOOD (no change this issue)
Electrics

Structure

• Jim has been reviewing with Andy with
the result that the control panels will be
modified to reduce their weight, moving
the transformers to a separate box.
• Board BBG requires plugs fitting and faulttesting to be completed, BBK in progress.
• Boards BBH, BBI & BBJ all have inter-board
plugs and sockets fitted and trains have
been run across all three.
• A different relay is recommended, as a
result of the choice of Tortoise point
motors (with only two switches). These
point motors require a lower operating
voltage so sufficient will be required to
replace those originally supplied and
supply the extras also required.

• Construction of the final boards is in
progress; Derek has parts of the corner
frames made, with the balance of the fiddle
boards to come.
• There is a question of whether others can
support Derek to complete the boards if the
templates are available
• Consideration being given to arrangement
and position of legs.

Baseboard Top (scenic, trackwork)

Operation, presentation

• All pointwork for the fiddle yards is now
built, being made ready for transfer to
the boards when ready.
• We will progress simple track laying on
boards and position bracing afterwards,
accounting for point motor positions.
Note: point rodding to be determined
before any further ballasting.
• Main railway-related buildings complete
now that Bern has completed the signal
box
• Bern is considering how to build the
cutting walls at the eastern end of the
station – it’s proving challenging! - and a
selection of goods yard building odds.
Bern has asked Robert Fryers about the
possibility of creating 3D-printed parts for
the cutting support girders. Until we
resolve that one the cutting work is on
hold.
• Backscene will be considered when
baseboards are complete (do any of our
members have any artistic flair for such
things?)
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• Lighting is yet to be discussed – will need to
be considered at the same time as any
backscene construction
• A pelmet was originally mooted, to be
discussed later
• The design concept allowed for a repeat
signal diagram display at the front of the
layout – consideration needs to be given on
how to progress this. Andy’s electronics
took this into consideration I believe.
• Cautionary note – in testing the running of a
loco across boards BBH, BBI and BBJ we
noticed the diesel used (LMS 10000) slightly
fouled the central conductor rail – something
to be wary of with all our stock.
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CHERITON BISHOP (no change this issue)
Electrics
•

Structure

Baseboard Top (scenic, trackwork)

• Colour-blending scenery to backscene
needs considering several weeks before
any further outing.

•

Operation, presentation

• Convert curtain to Velcro

SUTTON-ON-SEA (no change this issue)
Electrics

Structure

• Rewiring has been completed and the
layout is set for a full test shortly (noted
18/10)
• Investigate current control panel provision
for signal operation and determine how to
set up their operation – Jim has started
some work on this.

Baseboard Top (scenic, trackwork)
• Repaint roadways – a start has been made
at the country end of the layout, and the
roadway by the engine shed. This now
requires blending into the remainder of
the goods yard.
• Platform roof glazing bars are damaged in
places
• Assess remainder of layout board by board
for repairs
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• Upgrade bolts to dome-headed/wing
nut/large washers: – Nigel has supplied some
items for evaluation.
• Replace end boards : Dave has supplied some
ply ends to be fitted over the coming months
• Control panel covers required to clear
switches and be sufficiently strong to bear
other items on top for transport: spec to be
agreed, material sourced, costed, approved. Dave has a plan
• Provide a ledge on control panel mounting
boards, making it easier to align and fit the
control panel
• Docks extension and support arrangements to
be scoped, designed and costed

Operation, presentation
• Label switches to points for diagnostics,
produce an overlay illustrating point
numbers, ensuring matched to naming
convention under the boards
• Investigate practicalities of installing a
control panel-powered push-button mic
system
• Investigate improved clips for retaining
lighting units to baseboard legs
• Convert the curtain to be mountable by
Velcro instead of drawing pins
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Here's some evidence of the heavy engineering rebuild we've been doing to Sutton
recently – almost as bad as Kings Cross.....

AYLESBURY TOWN (no change this issue)
Electrics

Structure

• DCC control, allowing laptop and
smartphone operation.
• Early discussion around use of MERG
components.

Baseboard Top (scenic, trackwork)
• Track to be code 40 in the scenic sections
– much better scale appearance than
usual commercial products.

Alan Cooper
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• Layout size 7m by 1m ( circa 23 feet by 3
feet), arranged in an outwardly-curved
formation with fiddle yards arranged
directly behind the backscene
• Test baseboard pieces have been
constructed using a laser cutter. This
method has the advantage of great
accuracy and so unusual shapes are
achievable – and such is being trialled with
the idea of disguising the baseboard joins.

Operation, presentation
• The design shows it presented in a
proscenium style
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TIMETABLE
EBMRS shows

Other events, local shows etc.
(nominally within 30 miles)

THE BITTERN FAREWELL TOUR
30/12/14 60019: Kings Cross – Lincoln & return
pass Sandy 09:58 and 19:06
10 &
St Albans show
11/1/15
16 Model Engineering show, Ally Pally
18/1/15
17/01/15 Harpenden show
21/01/15 Toy fair, Hoddesdon
14/02/15 Toy fair, Theydon Bois
THE VALENTINES WHITE ROSE
14/02/15
60009: Kings Cross – York & return
14/02/15 Milton Keynes show
21/02/15 Saffron Walden show
21/02/15 Princes Risborough show
28/02/15 NMRA open day, Northampton
04/03/15 Toy fair, Hoddesdon
07/03/15 Gauge O Guild show, Kettering
08/03/15 Chesham show
THE EASTERLING
08/03/15 61264/70000: Kings Cross – Lowestoft &
return
CATHEDRALS EXPRESS
12/03/15
61306: Kings Cross – York & return
14/03/15 Sawbridgeworth show

14/02/15 Biggleswade
29 & 30
Ally Pally (Sutton)
Mar 2015
12 & 13
Grantham (Sutton)
Sep 2015

14 &
St Neots show, Wood Green
15/3/15

21/03/15 Train Collectors show, Biggleswade
CATHEDRALS EXPRESS
21/03/15 61306: Horsted Keynes to Ely & return
(route not confirmed)
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NOTICE BOARD
Continued from No 10

In the Trade -

• Oerlikon units -We have copies of a full set
of 3 car underframe drawings from the HMRS,
and this week some very kind gentleman on
the RM Web community has provided a
number of images of additional scale
drawings. There is the promise / prospect of
one of these people actually attempting to
cast some resin parts shortly – so that is
awaited with quite some interest.

Hornby
• has announced a new model of a J50 tank –
perfect for both Sutton and Finchley!
• B17, K1, D16/3 will suit Sutton-on-Sea
• B1 will suit Sutton-on-Sea and Finchley
• & 700 wJ15ill suit Finchley
• Also announced are some LMS period 3
suburban coaches, which may be suitable for
Finchley at a pinch.
• 42xx and 52xx may be a possibility for
Cheriton – I'll await Alan Burkinshaw's
confirmation for such things!

Continued from No 9
• Suggestion for a mini layout for testing?
This is a genuine suggestion as an additional
project to run alongside the major build of
Finchley – but it would need to be of ‘micro’
proportions as we already have storage issues
with the three layouts we have. In tidying up
we have donated an old baseboard to Jim –
this is likely to be the embryonic test layout.
Continued from No 9
• Question over availability of suitable stock
for layouts should Bern or Alan B be
unavailable. Suitable means of the right
region, wheel profiles and back-to-backs and
couplings that will enable the layout to
operate smoothly.
• Jim asks if there is any working plan for
maintenance at shows (If it breaks, mend
it ?)
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Heljan
• Class 02/2, 02/3 and 02/4 freight locos,
suitable for Sutton-on-Sea
• Class 16 diesel suitable for Finchley
• Railcar & 1366 Pannier possible for
Cheriton?
Bachmann
• Class 20, Jinty and Fairburn 2-6-4Tsuits
Finchley
• Standard 4 will suit all layouts
• Stanier Mogul will suit Finchley and Suttonon-Sea
• Thompson corridor coaches suitable for
Sutton-on-Sea and excursions through Finchley
• Possibly 32xx Dukedog and 64XX Pannier for
Cheriton ?
Dapol
• Class 29; this was originally class 21 and
based around north London for a short period.
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MEMBERS' MATTERS
Here's a brief view of Alan Burkinshaw's creation.
It is called Feniton a fictitious junction on the SR west of England main line. I have assumed a
redesign of the coastline so there is a port in the Budleigh Salterton area instead of
Weymouth. This means I can run SR trains and stock from other regions via the WR. The
layout itself is an end to end in a circle with two through lines through the fiddle yard. It is
set in the period 1958-1964 to give a wide variety of stock.

Alan Cooper
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Bern has suggested his own layout for inclusion here, the embryonic St Pancras. But progress
has been slower than Finchley.....
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Following some questions on Club nights, we'll talk through the traffic and locomotives
for each of our layouts. Sutton is discussed here, and we'll cover the other layouts in
future issues. Here's Bern's summary.
In thinking about locomotive stock that is suitable for use on Sutton there are a few
things to take into consideration, so this is not a short list of class numbers.
• The GNR was the first railway to Sutton-on-Sea. Its Mablethorpe Loop line, from
Louth to Mablethorpe, Sutton-on-Sea and Willoughby, opened in 1888 and
provided connections to Grimsby, Lincoln and, via Boston, to the ECML at
Werrington Junction. As our layout is a 'might have been' the only locomotives
actually seen at Sutton will be from this group.
• The proposal for the LD&ECR line from Warrington to Sutton was put before
Parliament in 1891 and the central section, between Chesterfield and Lincoln
was opened in 1897. The remainder of the line was abandoned through lack of
funds. Had the whole of the planned LD&ECR route been completed it would
have joined the GNR line at Mumby Road, just south of Sutton-on-Sea.
• The Mablethorpe Loop was more lightly built than the mainline and, judging
from photographs, only suitable for locos up to RA5 or RA6, but traffic on the
connecting Boston to Willoughby, Louth and Grimsby East Lincs line was much
heavier and was probably RA8. It is reasonable to suppose that, with the arrival
of the LD&ECR and the increasing importance of Sutton-on-Sea, the Loop line
would be upgraded to RA8. All LD&ECR/GC locomotives were RA8 or lower and I
can find no evidence of RA9 locos working in any part of East Lincolnshire.
Classes of locomotive known to use the Mablethorpe Loop were:
• Tank locos:
A5, C12, N5.
• Tender locos: B1, J2, J6, J11, K1, K2, 4F, Black 5, Crab.
• Diesels:
Class 114 DMU
• In assessing which locomotives might have used the LD&ECR route in 1955 - 1963
I have assumed a traffic pattern and motive power similar to that on the East
Lincs line, i.e. Grimsby/Cleethorpes to Louth and Boston.
Classes that would probably use the LD&ECR route to Sutton-on-Sea: As above,
plus:
• Tank locos: C13, J50
• Tender Locos: B17, D11, D16, J19, J39, K3, O1, O2, O4, WD, 8F, Ivatt 4MT
mogul (43000), Britannia, Jubilee
• Diesels: Derby Lightweight DMU, and by judicious use of a magnifying
glass it looks like classes 25, 27 (ex-Leicester 1963), 31, 37, 47 and 08
were in and around Skegness and Cleethorpes during the period of our
model.
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As we are talking about a 'might have been' railway, everything I have said is
speculative. It might be argued that the connection with the ECML warranted an
upgrade of the Sutton - Werrington Junction section to RA9, in which case the world is
your lobster! However, my personal preference is to keep it as RA8 as we only run six
coach trains and they don't look too bad behind a B1, but look less convincing behind
an A3 or 9F. This might upset some people!
On that basis, classes unlikely to be seen on the LD&ECR: All RA9 (A1, A2, A3, A4, V2,
W1) and all locomotives from other regions and BR Standards with similar axle
loadings.
And one for the 'prototype for everything' brigade, a GWR railcar made it to Louth in
1952!
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This is a nominal list of places where flyers can be placed or left as handouts. It's based on
an old list, so I can't claim they all still exist or whether or not there are charges (some are
noted as such), or even if they still will take them – but it acts as a guide for you all to
consider where you live and the possibilities.
Schools

Shops

Libraries

Stratton
Thomas Alleyne
Gamlingay
Potton Lower
Burgoyne
St Swithuns
Sandy Upper
Holmead
Edward peak
Wrestlingworth
Sutton
Southill Lower
Blunham Lower
Great Barford
Arlesey

Willngton PO
Lindsays
BP Garage Potton
Gilby's Sandy
Camerons Potton (charge)
Great Barford (charge)
Southill Stores
Blunham PO (charge)
Claytons Butchers
Gamlingay PO (charge)
Hitchin Arcade sweetshop (charge)
M&K cards Hitchin
Sun Street News Hitchin
Quotidian bakery Hitchin
Professional Dry Cleaners

Sandy
Potton
Biggleswade
Shefford
Gamlingay
Arlesey
Hitchin

Notice Boards

Stations

Everton
Gamlingay
Potton Square
Sutton
Sandy Kebab House
Northill Village Hall
Cople High Street
Ickwell Green
Potton Church Hall
Smiths Garden
Great Barford
Willington
Wrestlingworth School

Sandy
Biggleswade
Arlesey
Huntingdon
Hitchin
Peterborough
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Others
Potton Cubs
Potton Scout Hut
Waresley Garden Centre
Ian Shave fairs
Wood Green
Swiss Re offices
Burgoyne Bugle
Beds Growers
Saxon Pool
Weatherley Centre
Nine Elms
Gamlingay Sports Centre
Sandy Sports Centre
Biggleswade Rec. Centre

Lamposts (Sat before show)
Con Club
Budgens
Rose Lane
Crab Lane
Church Street x2
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